
 STAND OUT 
FROM THE CROWD

  This exciting line consists of bags and accessories in 
neutrals that pop with bright accents of color. 

    DESIGN FACT  
  All Orange Label products feature  
one trademark orange zipper pull.

Outfielder Backpack



boxer overnight / gym duffel   |  3050009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

size: 14” w x 15”h x 9.5”d

Made from our lightweight, water-repellent material, this 
featherweight champ is a knockout! This bag has all the bells and 
whistles of some of our bigger models—think ventilated shoe 
compartment, signature hidden water bottle holder, padded, 
adjustable shoulder strap, and five exterior zip compartments—
packed into a smaller frame that sits upright in a gym locker.

BOXER
overnight / gym duffel

highlighted features 

• Padded adjustable shoulder strap

• Five exterior compartments

• Ventilated shoe compartment

• Luggage strap that slides onto 

standard suitcase handle

• Front zippered compartment  

featuring cargo pockets, card  

holders, and pen holders

available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy
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available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy

caddy vertical toiletry bag   |  5021009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

highlighted features 

• Designed for bottles to stand upright

• Two side cargo pockets

• Drop down zippered lid on front with 

multiple interior cargo pockets

• Tab handle and hook to hang on any 

standard bathroom bar

• Wipeable interior for easy cleaning

• Water-repellent finish

CADDY
vertical toiletry bag

size: 6.5” w x 9.5”h x 5”d

Whether it sits on the counter or hangs from its heavy-duty hook, 
the Caddy totes toiletries like a pro … because it is one. Its smart 
design keeps bottles organized and upright, while the top flap holds 
tweezers, clippers, and other small accessories. To keep this kit looking 
like new, we added a wipeable main interior and treated the material 
with a water-repellent finish.
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highlighted features 

• Soft-lined, zip accessory pocket  

on the front

• Side zip pocket stores a bottle or  

slim accessories

• Main interior features two zip cargo 

pockets, plus a soft-lined pocket  

for an iPad®/ tablet

• Bonus removable 15” laptop sleeve

• Front flap secures with easy-access 

magnetic closure

• Luggage strap that slides onto a 

standard suitcase handle

jockey messenger bag   |  7042009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

JOCKEY
messenger bag

size: 16”w x 13”h x 4”d

When life’s a race, don’t let your bag weigh you down. Take our lightweight Jockey 
along for the ride. It’s a large-frame yet lightweight messenger that’s perfect for any 
commuter. Plus this bag has a bonus—a removable padded laptop sleeve that fits 
securely in the main compartment.
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available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy



available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy

PRODUCT
product description

outfielder backpack  |  9051009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

highlighted features 

• Padded contoured backpack straps

• Six exterior zip compartments

• Hidden slim pocket on back

• Luggage strap that slides onto a standard 

suitcase handle

• Front zippered compartment with cargo 

pockets and pen holders

• Soft-lined cargo pocket for iPad®/tablet

• Hidden water bottle holder

• Water-repellent finish

size: 12” w x 17.5”h x 7.5”d

Stacked with all the smart, super-functional features you’ve come to 
expect from Lug®, our Outfielder Backpack is a homerun! The exterior 
houses six pockets—including a soft-lined one for your iPad®/tablet 
and cargo pockets for your charger and cords—plus our signature 
hidden water bottle holder.  

 
 
And that’s just the outside! Open this clever bag and inside you’ll 
find a slim document pocket, a padded laptop slot, and a huge main 
compartment. This pack’s padded, contoured straps and bold trim 
mean you’ll look good and feel good on the go.

OUTFIELDER
backpack
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available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy

scout travel wallet   |  11014009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

highlighted features 

• Mesh pockets for boarding passes 

and paper itineraries

• Mesh zippered coin pocket

• Slim pocket for passports

• Pen holder

• Wrist strap and full zippered closure 

to keep your valuables safe

• Water-repellent finish

SCOUT
travel wallet

size: 10” w x 5”h x 1”d

Things you should worry about on vacation: which restaurant 
to try, whether to hike another trail, what size souvenir t-shirt to 
buy. Things you should not worry about on vacation: misplacing 
boarding passes, your passport, cash, train tickets, bus passes—
you know, the business of travel. Don’t work on your vacation! 
Let the Scout do it for you. With mesh pockets for boarding  

 
 
passes and paper itineraries, mesh zip pockets for coins, secure 
business card/credit card slots, a wrist strap, and full zippered 
closure to keep everything safely inside, the Scout takes care of 
it all so you don’t have to. 
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available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy

highlighted features 

• Three front zip accessory pockets  

• Removable coin pouch 

• Two additional zip pockets in  

the back

• Two pen holders 

• Signature hidden water bottle holder

• Water-repellent finish

035009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog shortstop excursion pack  |  13

SHORTSTOP
excursion pack

size: 12.5”w x 10”h x 2.5”d 

Sling our Shortstop over your shoulder, and you’re ready for action. Its smart shape 
and fully adjustable strap help this pack sit comfortably across any body. There 
are organizational pockets everywhere, including a soft-lined accessory pocket 
with a magnetic closure for easy access to a buzzing cell phone or digital camera. 
And finally, to make sure this bag stands out in a crowd, we fashioned it with our 
signature Orange Label piping in bold contrasting colors.
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available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy

PRODUCT
product description

016009    NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

highlighted features 

• Wide-mouth zip opening for  

easy access

• Foil lining keeps hots hot and  

colds cold

• Detachable shoulder strap

• Wipeable bottom and interior

• Flat bottom that keeps bag upright

• Bonus zip pocket on the back for 

utensils, napkins, or other small items

• ID slot on back 

tackle box lunch tote    |  15

TACKLE BOX 
lunch tote

size: 10”w x 7”h x 6”d

Channel your inner angler and reel in Lug®’s Tackle Box Lunch Tote. Designed to hold 
a standard sandwich-sized Tupperware®, plus additional small containers, this tote 
can tackle lunches, snacks, and drinks big and small, keeping them cold (or hot!) with 
its foil lining. The wide-mouth opening makes searching through contents a snap, 
while its detachable shoulder strap is a lifesaver when you’ve got your hands full.
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available in 5 colors

fog gray midnight
black

navy blue

camo olivecamo navy

010009     NOTE: Actual product colors may vary from those printed in this catalog

highlighted features 

• Slim main pocket for bills and 

receipts

• Card pockets that easily hold  

multiple cards within each slot

• Easy-access ID window

• Material specially treated with a 

water-repellent finish

tailback pocket wallet   |  17

TAILBACK
pocket wallet

size: 4.25”w x 3.5”h x 0.75”d

Spin moves and stiff-arms can’t shake this Tailback from your pocket. This compact 
back-pocket billfold is all function, no frills. Cards, cash, and receipts fit snugly inside, 
and an easy-access ID window tucks away your license. 
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North America

toll free: 1.855.584.5433
email: info@luglife.com

Lug® USA:

tel: 214.206.8503
fax: 214.242.2429
web: www.luglife.com

Lug® Canada:

tel: 905.479.5558
fax: 905.248.3060
web: www.luglife.com 

Lug® UK:

email: uk@luglife.com
web: www.luglife.co.uk

Lug® is a registered trademark of Lug® USA, LLC and Lug® Canada, Inc. Any unauthorized 
use or reproduction is strictly prohibited. Undercover Bears®, UCB®, and Cub Caps® are 
trademarks of Lug USA, LLC., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Any unauthorized 
use or distribution is strictly prohibited. Designed by Lug Canada Inc., Toronto, ON. Lug 
USA, LLC, Austin, TX. Nap Sac™, Snuz Sac™, and all related logos are registered trademarks 
of Lug® USA, LLC and any unauthorized use or reproduction is strictly prohibited. iPhone, 
iPad, and iPod are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Boxer Overnight/Gym Bag


